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Infostrategy Technology (IST) is an 
Information, Communication and Software 
Technology firm dedicated to delivering 
cutting-edge solutions that empowers 
businesses and individuals in the digital 
edge. 
 
Founded in 2003, we operate with a burning 
passion to transform the technology terrain 
of Nigeria and Africa by delivering value to 
our clients through innovation, while we 

strive for excellence and to be a leading 
force in transforming industries and 
revolutionizing the way people interact with 
technology.  
 
Our primary focus is to provide solutions 
and services to all sized organizations 
across al l  sectors of the economy; 
Individuals,  SMEs,  Government and 
Non�Government organizations.  

Who we are?

OUR VISION

Ÿ To provide the best solutions that exceeds 
the client's expectations and meets their 
increasing technology challenges and 
business demands. 

Ÿ To consistently deliver fast and reliable 
services to our customers through 
experienced and motivated people aided 
by progressive technology.

 
Ÿ To generate exceptional returns to 

stakeholders. 

OUR MISSION

“To Be The Preferred Technology Company”

About Us

Our Goal
“Our Goal is to be a driving force behind connecting the world through innovative Information, 
Communication, and Software Technology Solutions. We are committed to empowering 
businesses, individuals, and communities to thrive in a rapidly evolving digital world".  
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Message
from the MD

Technological advancements are now at an unprecedented 

rate and technology-driven businesses are achieving rapid 

levels of growth and profitability by taking full advantage of 

the plethora of opportunities presented by this development. 

With the pace at which businesses are becoming heavily IT-

driven, most organizations face a dilemma of finding the right 

partners to handle the prerequisite I.T services for achieving 

their business objectives.

We understand how difficult it is to be in such a position and 

we would like to assure you that with us, you need not worry 

about this challenge anymore.

At Infostrategy Technology, we provide our clients with 

solutions that are streamlined to suit your diverse 

technological needs, achieve your business objectives, 

improve productivity, increase efficiency, and increase your 

bottom-line growth.

We are a breed of result-oriented and value-driven IT solutions 

provider, we excel at what we do and we look forward to 

creating a mutually beneficial and synergistic relationship 

with your organization.

About Us

Tomi Araromi
Managing Director



Our Team
About Us

Our team consists of selected young and creative 

minds with a blend of expertise in trending 

technologies and our market niche. 

About Us

“We are Game Changers impacting our world

and bringing dreams to reality...we are Acorn”



Our Core Values
About Us

Excellence

Integrity

Superior 
Customer

Care

Professionalism

Innovation

Team Spirit

VALUE
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Management Team
About Us
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OUR  
SOLUTIONS 

Our Solutions

“Technology you use impresses 

no one. The experience you 

create with it is everything.”  

Sean Garety 

Our Solutions
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When it comes to having a one stop-shop with a centralized access to all your organization 
software applications or fully automating all your business processes and operations, we 
recommend an ERP solution. 

We specialize in empowering businesses like yours with cutting-edge Enterprise Resource 
Planning (ERP) solutions tailored to your unique needs. With a strong focus on innovation 
and customer-centricity, we have been at the forefront of delivering exceptional ERP 
solutions to a diverse range of industries, helping them streamline operations, optimize 
efficiency, and achieve sustainable growth.

Enterprise Resource Planning
(ERP) Solutions

Our ERP solution modules include 
but not limited to the following;



Our Expertise in Customized ERP Solutions:

At the core of our success lies our team of experienced professionals who possess in-

depth knowledge of ERP systems and a keen understanding of various industry 

verticals. We take the time to thoroughly understand your business processes, 

challenges, and objectives, enabling us to craft customized ERP solutions that align 

perfectly with your requirements. 

Our approach revolves around the following key pillars:

1. Tailored Consultation: We believe in personalized service, and our ERP experts will 
work closely with your team to identify pain points, areas for improvement and gain 
valuable insights to customize an ERP solution that maximizes your business 
potential.

2. Seamless Integration: Our customized ERP systems seamlessly integrate all facets of 
your organization, including finance, Human Resources, Inventory Management, 
Sales, Projects, Procurement Processes, Customer Experience, and Collaboration. By 
breaking down departmental silos and fostering cross-functional collaboration, we 
optimize information flow and boost productivity.

3. Scalable Solutions: As your business evolves, so should your ERP system. We ensure 
that the ERP solution we deploy is highly scalable, allowing your organization to adapt 
to changing market dynamics and accommodate future growth effortlessly.

4. User-Friendly Interface: We understand the importance of user adoption in the 
success of an ERP system. Our intuitive and user-friendly interfaces make training and 
on boarding easy, facilitating a smooth transition for your team.

5. Advanced Analytics: Informed decision-making is crucial for sustained success. Our 
ERP systems come equipped with advanced analytics and reporting capabilities, 
enabling you to gain valuable insights from data and make data-driven decisions.

Our Solutions Our Solutions

Why choose us for your ERP Deployment?

At Infostrategy Technology Limited, 

we believe that a well-designed and customized ERP system can 
be a game-changer for your organization. 

With our expertise and commitment to excellence, we are confident in our 
ability to empower your business with a future-ready ERP solution that 
drives growth and success. Let us be your partner on the journey to 
operational excellence and sustainable business growth. Get in touch 
with us today to discuss how we can elevate your business with our top-
tier ERP deployment services.
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Expert Team: Our ERP experts bring a wealth of 

experience and expertise to the table, ensuring that you 

receive top-notch service and solutions.

Timely Delivery: We understand the importance of time 

in today's fast-paced world. Our agile approach ensures 

that projects are delivered on schedule.

Ongoing Support: Our commitment to your success 

doesn't end with the deployment. We offer continuous 

support and maintenance to keep your ERP system 

running smoothly.

Competitive Pricing: We offer cost-effective ERP 

solutions without compromising on quality, making it 

accessible to businesses of all sizes.

Client-Centric: Approach: We place your business goals 

at the center of everything we do, tailoring our solutions 

to meet your unique requirements.



Our Solutions

iRecharge  is a distributed vending platform for frequently used services such as Airtime, 

Internet Data, Electricity, Cable TV, Sports betting and for third party payments. iRecharge 

integrates seamlessly with service provider's systems to provide vendors and end users with 

access to these services while opening up new revenue channels for transactional 

businesses. 

iRecharge also operates a mobile money service which enables registered users to have 

access to financial services such as funds transfers between mobile money wallets and bank 

accounts, deposits into mobile money wallets (CashIn) and withdrawals (CashOut) from 

mobile money wallets at selected agent locations or even with just your phone number.

Our mobile money services can be accessed through the following 
channels:

iRecharge 

The iRecharge 
Agent Network

The iRecharge mobile app
on IOS, Android or Windows

The iRecharge
*6606# USSD Code

www.irecharge.ng

Our Solutions
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Accelerate

Accept
Payments For
Anything!

Cardless,
Cashless

Accelerate is a multifunctional 
omni-channel payment system 
that provides convenient and safe 
digital alternatives to tender and 
receive payments.

Services:

a. U S S D  P a y m e n t s : -  A c c e l e r a t e 
aggregates the USSD codes of all 
commercial banks and make it possible 
for customers to make payments for 
goods and services using their bank's 
USSD codes.

b. Bank Transfers as a Service:- A unique 
bank account number is generated for 
e v e r y  t r a n s a c t i o n  w h i c h  a l l o w s 
customers to transfer to that number as a 
means of payment for goods & services. 

c. USSD Cash Out: Customers can fund 
their wallet or collect cash from their 
bank account at merchant locations 
using bank specific USSD codes.

d. Instant Bank Transfer: 
i. Instant transfer to any bank account
ii. To mobile wallets
iii. To Phone numbers

e. Corporate Payment Solution: 
I. Accelerate provides a simple and 

efficient payment solution that 
automates payment process and 
collection for organizations and 
g o v e r n m e n t  f r o m  m a n a g i n g 
transactions, scheduling payments 
to reminders and reports.

ii. Helps you save on transaction 
charges and give the peace of mind 
that comes with clarity.

f. ePayment Gateways: Enables the 
merchants charge purchase to the 
customer's credit/debit cards while 
providing a secured and convenient way 
for people to make payment.

accelerate



Our Solutions
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Our Solutions
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g. Bill Payments as a Service
i. Payments for electricity
ii. Cable TV
iii. Data /Internet
iv. Airtime
h. iRecharge POS Application

Access Channels

Mobile App

 Desktop

 Web

 Whatsapp Chatbot
(Imisi : 09096666612)

 M-POS

 USSD -*6606#

Supported Banks:

1

2

3

4

5

6

*901# *326# *770# *894# *329# *737# *322*00# *389*301#

*7111# *833# *909# *822# *919# *826# *7799# *945# *966#

Adept

It provides Discos with a cashless and card less 

payment alternative for receiving payments 

from their customers while providing them with 

multiple payment channels.

Connecting Utilities to the Financial System

Adept is a platform that enables utility 

providers generate account numbers for 

customers which can be used to make 

recurring bill payments like electricity 

and Cable  TV.



USSD Transfer       Mobile Banking Bank Deposit          ATM Transfer
Mobile wallet payment      Internet Banking 
Funds transfer at any mobile money agent location 

PAYMENTS CAN BE MADE VIA; 

How it Works?

Adept incorporates an automated vending, reporting and verification 

system. Payments made for Prepaid meters automatically generates 

token and send to the designated phone number/email address upon 

receipt of payment.

For postpaid payment, a receipt is issued with a unique Transaction 

reference.

Clients will be provided with an interface to generate unique NUBAN 
account numbers to be paired with relevant product & services

Multiple services, one platform

Low cost entry Access

Instant fulfilment 

Convenience and Accessibility

Bird eye view of the operations 

Register Agents/customers 

View and manage customer activities 

Features

Manage settlements 

Transaction history/tracking

Multiple access Points 

Transaction security

SECONDS

| 1 | | 2 || 2 | | 3 | | 4 |
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Our Solutions

Adept

SCHOOLS
DIGITAL TV

DISCOS SPORTS BETTING

Our Solutions
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Bill Tracking and Mobile
Collection (BTMC) Solution 

Bill Tracking 
& Mobile 
Collection

10:30 AM 85%

10:30 AM 85%

The solution is designed to monitor bill distribution for all metered Service providers such as 

Electricity DisCos, Independent Power Companies, Water Board, Refuse Management etc. by 

capturing geographical and critical information while creating more entry points for the 

payment of bills and penalties. It's primarily accessed using our 3 in 1 POS device.  

The Bill Tracking and Mobile Collection (BTMC) is designed to aid with Loss Reduction, 

Revenue Generation through both bill and penalty payments, Customer Convenience and 

Transaction Security using the same platform. 

This solution currently serves both online and offline customers 

through many access points and payment options. The Service 

provides real-time customer support and multilingual compatibility. 

This ensures that all bills are handed over properly to an occupant 

of the property. The details of the receiver such as delivery address, 

phone number and email address are captured. The application 

automatically picks the geo location of the bills delivered and 

matches it to inputted address. The Mobile Collections aspect of 

the solution enables designated staff to receive and receipt bill 

payments while moving around, either during the distribution of 

bills or enforcement. They are issued a receipt and will receive an 

SMS confirming the payment. 



Our Solutions
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iPOS

iPOS is a custom retail management Software as a Service (SaaS) solution targeted at 

Pharmaceuticals and Retail businesses. It can be customized to suite the specific business 

needs of our clients and can be accessed online and offline when deployed on-prem. 

Our IPOS
SAAS solution

comprises of the
following modules

1

2
4

5

Inventory
Management

 Point of
Sale

3

 Customer
Management 

 Retail
Accounting 

 Partners
Management

 Pill Reminder
for Pharmacy

6

iPOS’ - Inventory
Management Module

Ÿ iPOS inventory management module provides many intuitive ways for managing, tracking 

and correcting inventory stock ensuring your physical stock matches that of your 

database. 

Ÿ The inventory management module of iPOS also takes care of product batches and their 

attributes such as serial number, manufacturing dates, expiry dates in your stock

Ÿ iPOS helps maintain the physical location of your products in your stores / warehouse to 

ensure easy and more convenient retrieval.

Stock auditing and monitoring:

Ÿ iPOS generates audit trails of any stock changes in the system

Ÿ Keeps track of mismatches between physical stock and database

Ÿ Supports stock validation 

Multiple warehouses

Ÿ iPOS provides clients with the ability to specify physical product location in cases where 

they have multiple warehouses or stores.

Ÿ iPOS also enables stock requisitions from one ware house to another

Ÿ iPOS can also be used to facilitate stock transfers between warehouses



Our Solutions
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Ÿ iPOS inventory management module 

provides many intuitive ways for 

managing, tracking and correcting 

inventory stock ensuring your physical 

stock matches that of your database. 

Ÿ The inventory management module of 

iPOS also takes care of product 

batches and their attributes such as 

serial number, manufacturing dates, 

expiry dates in your stock

Ÿ iPOS helps maintain the physical 

location of your products in your stores 

/ warehouse to ensure easy and more 

convenient retrieval.

Stock auditing and monitoring:

Ÿ iPOS generates audit trails of any stock 

changes in the system

Ÿ Keeps track of mismatches between 

physical stock and database

Ÿ Supports stock validation 

Multiple warehouses

Ÿ iPOS provides clients with the ability to 

specify physical product location in 

cases where they have multiple 

warehouses or stores.

Ÿ iPOS also enables stock requisitions 

from one ware house to another

Ÿ iPOS can also be used to facilitate 

stock transfers between warehouses

Product Management

Ÿ Keep track of every product across all 

outlets

Ÿ Easily transfer product from one outlet to 

another

Ÿ Easily do PUSH and PULL operations 

from your warehouse

Ÿ Easily export and import product list 

from excel

Ÿ Easily make stock entries correction; 

audit trail helps keep track of changes

Ÿ Easily check-in and checkout products 

transferred to or from one outlet to 

another or from a stock (warehouse) to outlet.

Ÿ Capture all essential product attributes such as 

manufacturing date, expiry date, batch, batch 

serial number, supplier, unit price, wholesale 

price etc.

Ÿ Supports multi-channel selling

Ÿ Supports product barcode and many more.

Retail Accounting 

Ÿ Auto generation of financial accounts such as 

sales, purchase, customer account, supplier 

account, sales account, petty cash etc.

Ÿ Easy integration with Bank account and 

payment gateways for different payment 

options.

Ÿ Supports accounting books keeping and 

ledgers.

Ÿ Supports quick and easy generation of balance 

sheets, profit and loss accounts with a few 

clicks.

Ÿ Smart and quick billing

Ÿ Cash register / Terminal cash register 

integration

Ÿ Multi-channel selling and many more.

Customer Management

Ÿ Supports customer's enrollment (create, edit 

and view customers profile)

Ÿ Track customers account

Ÿ Supports customer's loyalty programs

Ÿ Supports customer's referral points

Ÿ Contact management

Ÿ Supports tracking of customers' needs/ 

requests/ complaints

Ÿ Customers response

Ÿ Customers satisfaction

Ÿ Track customers' retention and many more

Ÿ Supports customer loyalty system/programs

Ÿ Customers birthday reminders/ auto greetings

Our Solutions
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Pill Reminder

PILL 
REMINDER

Non-adherence to medication is a major health burden especially in the elderly population and 

in cases where the medication has to be administered by another person. An automatic pill 

reminder helps people across all age groups to improve adherence to medications.

Our Pill Reminder comes as a standalone mobile app and also as a web module of our iPOS 

solution specifically designed for Pharmacies, Hospitals and patients. It allows the user to get 

personalized reminders in the form of push notifications, SMS and email for each of your 

medications when due.

Some features include:
Ÿ Automatic medication tracking
Ÿ Medication history and insights
Ÿ Notify loved ones/guardians when medications are missed



Our Solutions
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Our Solutions
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Fasttrack Logistics

Fast  Track
Logistics Solution

FastTrack is a custom Logistics 

Management Solution bundle, 

designed to manage your logistics 

operations. 

The solution bundle comes in the 

following access channels:

Ÿ Web (for business owners and 

customers)

Ÿ Mobile App (Android and IOS)

Ÿ WhatsApp Chatbot

The FastTrack Logistics solution is 

embedded with an intuitive and highly 

customizable reporting dashboard that 

provides exclusive and unique insights on all 

logistics operations and key activities for 

both customers and business owners.

The solution also provides an admin 

backend through which the business owner/ 

admin can control and manage the business 

using modules l ike the dispatches, 

expenses, teams, locations, routes, fleets, 

vehicles and user's modules as well as view 

and export periodic reports.

Why FastTrack?

The implementation of our solution would 

not only provide a competitive edge for your 

business but would as well enhance 

customer experience, retention, boost 

revenue generation and increase your 

clientele.

The solution captures and manages all 

processes involved in the delivery lifecycle 

from the pickup point to the point of delivery 

with details of all the actors involved for 

effective tracking and reporting in real time.

The solution is robust, scalable and 

ergonomically designed to:

Ÿ Enhance customer experience

Ÿ Automate and optimize operational 

processes,

Ÿ Provide operational and business 

insights using analytics and BI tools,

Ÿ Track delivery in real time

Ÿ Provide powerful reporting dashboard

With a unified administrative dashboard, 

the solution is accessible via web, mobile 

app and WhatsApp chat bot to enable your 

customers easily access your services. 

Our solution is cost effective, user friendly 

and highly customizable embedded with an 

administrative back end designed to 

enables business owners manage their 

business seamlessly.

Additional Features

Ÿ Delivery agents and admin receive SMS, 

emails or push notifications whenever 

tasks are assigned to them or accepted.

Ÿ When a delivery has been successfully 

made, the agent collects a proof of 

delivery by capturing details of the 

recipient and the customer gets 

immediate alert.

Ÿ Smart Routing for Agents which enables 

the agents to pick up an order and deliver 

within the shortest delivery time using 

route optimization algorithm.

Ÿ Admin and customers are able to track in 

real time the delivery agents including 

determine the estimated delivery time.

Ÿ An Executive Reporting Dashboard 

embedded with analytical and business 

intelligence capabilities that provide a 

bird's eye view of all key metrics to 

determine the performance of all 

aspects of the business and also enable 

management make informed decisions 

using data.

Ÿ Expense Manage module that enable 

business owner keep track of all 

expenses incurred on the fleets.

Ÿ Application Programming Interface 

(API) which helps in integrating the 

solution with your corporate client's 

systems.

“If you don't drive 

your business, you will 

be driven out of 

business” 

B. C. Forbes
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Food Order
Management Solution

This is an online Food Management and Delivery Solution (Web and 

Mobile) designed to displays and manage various foods and drinks menu 

with images for the customers to view, place order and have the order 

delivered to any location within the service coverage area of the vendor. 

The solution enables restaurant owners to make assessable their menu to 

the desired customer with a click at the same time managing their 

deliveries.

Comprising of both the customer user interface and the admin back end, the customer user 

interface and its various functionalities are accessible via a web browser, installed as a mobile 

application on Android or Apple IOS devices and also an interactive WhatsApp chat bot.

Using these functionalities, the customers can:

Ÿ View and search all available menu items and prices

Ÿ Place order and make payment using available payment options

Ÿ View order history

Ÿ Create and manage own account

Ÿ Rate a menu item

Ÿ Track order delivery status

The admin backend accessible via web and mobile application 

enables the business owner/ admin;
Ÿ Set up and manage user accounts

Ÿ Set up menu categories

Ÿ Set up menu items (meals) and their respective prices

Ÿ Set up delivery options (pickup and delivery location) with applicable prices

Ÿ View and process orders

Ÿ View and print reports/Receipts.

Why Chose Our 
Food Order Managment 
Solution?
Adoption of the Solution will provide among 

other benefits, the following:

Increased sales and revenue

Enhanced customer experience

Enhanced productivity

Enhanced business insights through analytics

Increased customer reach



Our Solutions
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Electronic Document
Management System (EDMS)
Satisfied Clients:   
Federal Roads Maintenance Agency (FERMA)
   Nigerian Export Processing Zones Authority (NEPZA)
   Federal Capital Development Authority (FCDA)

System Description:

The Electronic Document Management System (EDMS) is a category of software application 

that handles document storage/ archiving and retrieval electronically via a web browser. The 

solution can be hosted on cloud or deployed on premises to be accessed only within your 

organization and on your intranet. The solution can be deployed with workflow 

implementation depending on your requirements; the workflow module allows and defines 

how a document is transitioned from one office (user) to another.  It handles various 

document security checks depending on your organization structure and policies on the 

movement of documents and files. 

Advantages of
Implementing EDMS  

Increased
efficiency & 
productivity

Ÿ EDMS increases staff productivity and 

efficiency by reducing the time spent on 

searching for documents and moving physical 

documents from on office to another.

Ÿ Cases of missing documents are eliminated 

since there is no longer needs for document 

refilling

Ÿ Access to sensitive documents are restricted 

by the system and all access can be tracked 

and traced

Ÿ The system roles and permissions on each 

document or cabinet helps to identigy who 

retrieved what document and when

increased
security & 
control

Ÿ Document indexing allows the users to easily 

find documents and information on the system

Ÿ Document tagging also enhance the search 

capabilities of the system

Ÿ With the OCR feature, different type of 

documents can be easily converted into editable 

and searchable data.

enhanced
document 
searching 
capabilities

Ÿ The system's task management tool allow tasks 

to be assigned to users.

Ÿ The workflow capability also allow users to route 

documents throughout the organization while 

tracking their progress

improved
task
management
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e-Rules 

The E�Rules is a one�stop shop for quick access to legislative materials electronically via 

mobile devices. The system serves as a one�stop shop for legislative information and 

resources needed in carrying out legislative duties. Designed for legislators; its enhanced 

search capabilities make it possible to find any information in seconds. 

The solution has been in use since the 6th Assembly (2007), 7th Assembly (2011) and 8th 

Assembly (2015) for all sittings. 

Ÿ Order Paper: List and allow access to the 

House order papers and other relevant 

documents as might be provided and 

used during sittings. This includes, but 

not limited to Curriculum Vitae of people 

to be screened for national offices.

Ÿ Bills: List and allow access to all bills of 

the house since 1999. It provides a 

functionality to add footnotes when 

needed.

Ÿ Acts: List and allow access to the all Acts 

of  Assembly.

Ÿ The Nigerian Constitution: provides 

access to an electronic version of the 

Nigerian  constitution.

Ÿ Maps: the feature contain the maps of 

Nigerian Geo-Political Zones and States 

of the federation as well as a tabular list 

of these states, their slogans, capital 

cities, boundaries, local government 

areas, land mass, geographic locations 

etc.

Ÿ Electoral Act: provides access to the 

electronic version of the electoral act.

Ÿ Char ts  and Tables:  Conta ins  a l l 

statistical charts and tables including 

the latest census data, states total local 

government areas, population growth 

rate etc.

The E-Rules House is a secured platform available to only legislators and nominated 

aides. Its built to be deployed on the Android, iOS and windows platforms. Some of its 

important features include;

Uniplus

...campus life 

No. 1 University 
Mobile App Solution

UniPlus is a mobile solution developed to automate campus activities with a view to improve 

campus learning and social experiences.

UniPlus enables interaction within the University community. It is designed with some unique 

features that cater for the daily needs of students, enhance communication and serve as a 

collaborative reporting platform while integrating M-Commerce. It also serves as a platform 

for the University community and the general public to keep track of the university activities.

Some key features of UniPlus include:
Ÿ News: The news module provides users with information on the go
Ÿ Alerts: Using your smart phones, users can get alerts on predefined activities
Ÿ Directory: This module provides access to relevant school contact directories
Ÿ Student Services: Services offered and accessible to students such as academic 

materials, timetable, MyRresults etc,
Ÿ Campus Tour
Ÿ Library information
Ÿ Resource Download etc.



OUR SERVICES

“It is not the strongest species that 

survive, nor the most intelligent, but the 

most responsive to change.” 

Charles Darwin

Our Solutions
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News Management Solution

Our news management solution enables our target audience publish, distribute and manage 

news, articles etc on a variety of websites. Our solution is embedded with a variety of modules 

that not only allows for the automation of the content creation and distribution process 

across digital marketing channels, but also provides additional benefits described in the 

modules listed below.

Modules of The News Management Solution 

Ÿ Content Management System – a highly customizable administrative console, is 

embedded with tools to efficiently manage website content while allowing for the 

configuration of additional modules for additional functionality

Ÿ News Management – this solution is a news and publishing solution that can be 

configured on any website for the rapid dissemination of press releases, news articles etc.

Ÿ Technology Plugins – the news management solution works perfectly with technology 

frameworks such as WordPress themes for an extremely streamlines UI/UX experience

Ÿ Directory Management – registries and categories of all kinds can be easily configured and 

managed using our news management solution

Ÿ Forums – our news management solution also supports bulletin boards and discussion 

forums which could easily serve as the perfect location for your online community to share 

content and engage with each other  

Ÿ Analytics – with our embedded analytical tools and software, we provide data driven 

metrics which enable  our business partners make informed business  decisions



Our ServicesOur Services

Software & Enterprise Solutions
We pride ourselves in the design and 
development of software and enterprise 
solutions that meet the specific needs of 
your organization and also those targeted to 
solve a specific market or organizational 
problems. These include the following 
categories of solution;

Custom/Bespoke Software Solutions:

Understanding the specific challenges faced 
by our customers is our top priority when it 
comes to providing effective solutions to 
address these business challenges. 
Following the specific needs of our 
customers and the nature of their business, 
we design and develop cutting edge 
software solutions to address their needs 
and ensuring a positive ROI. These solutions 
could be Desktop Applications, Web 
Applications, Middleware and Mobile 
Applications sometimes a combination of 
two or more of these categories.

Commercial ly  Off  the Shelf  (COTS) 
Solutions: 

Sometimes, there are ready designed and 
developed software solutions in the market 

which are best suited for some businesses 
or organizations or the users are already 
familiar with. In some cases, we make 
recommendation of such solution to 
address the specific need of our customers 
and go further to deploy and customize the 
recommended solution (if customizable) to 
a d d r e s s  t h e i r  s p e c i f i c  n e e d s  o r 
requirements.

Mobile Application Development: 

We develop mobile applications compatible 
with either android, IOS or both depending on 
your business needs. We often offer this 
services as a bundled package with web 
application services fully integrated and 
hosted on a server of your choice. Our mobile 
applications are developed as mobile web, a 
native mobile application or hybrid mobile 
application. Our versatile and experience 
Dev Team ensure mobile application 
development projects are executed in 
accordance to industry best practices in 
UX/UI design, functionality and usability 
guaranteeing customer satisfaction

RETAIL
MANAGEMENT

EXECUTIVE 
REPORTING 
DASHBOARD

N

MONITORING &
EVALUATION

SINGLE
SIGN-ON

TEAM
MANAGEMENT

CUSTOM
INTEGRATIONS

CORPORATE
SECURITY
SYSTEMS

SMS CHAT

AUDIT LOGS

PREMIUM 
SUPPORT

When it comes to ergonomic and user friendly web and mobile applications design, we are the 

right team for you. Be it a native, web or hybrid application, depending on your needs, using 

cutting edge technologies and frameworks, in compliance with industry best practices, we 

deliver excellent and efficient solutions tailored just for your needs.

Web + Mobile Solutions

Some insights into our journey on how we deliver
just the right solution to for your needs: 

We have our team of 

business analysts meet 

with you to help analyse 

and identify the right 

solution that would meet 

your business needs or 

set goals you intend to 

achieve within your 

budget.

Their findings are documented 

in form of business case, 

requirement specifications or user 

stories. 

These are later translated into 

designs and broken down into 

components such as:

Ÿ Views Layers

Ÿ Business Logics

Ÿ Data Access Layers

Ÿ Others such as Error handling, 

security, logging etc.

Also, we consider the best 

architecture that would meet your 

requirements or business needs 

such as: 

Ÿ Serverless architecture

Ÿ Single-page application (SPA)

Ÿ Microservices 

Next is choosing the right 

technology and frameworks most 

suited for the project’s 

requirements.

Our development team is a self-

organizing team consisting of the 

following units: 

Ÿ Frontend (UI/UX) 

Ÿ Backend

Ÿ Quality Assurance/Control 

(QA/QC)

Ÿ Mobile and

Ÿ DevOps

Implementation of web + mobile 

projects are done using agile 

methodology with continuous 

engagement of the client as 

product owner throughout the 

implementation lifecycle

1

2 3



Our ServicesOur Services

We 
Design
We 
Develop
cutting edge software solutions
to address customers needs.

Technology Consulting 

Our technology consulting team provides the 
top gears that help our clients deploy 
solutions and infrastructure that improve 
business and organizational processes 
while addressing the challenges associated 
w i t h  I n f o r m a t i o n  Te c h n o l o g y.  W e 
understand new disruptive technologies and 
we have the skills, tools and methods to help 
you gain speed and agility while integrating 
and maintaining traditional approaches and 
technologies. Our team work end-to-end 
across all IT dimensions, from strategy, 
architecture to framework designs, policies 
to standards and best practices on 
i m p l e m e n t a t i o n  a p p r o a c h e s  a n d 
m e t h o d o l o g i e s ;  w e  d e l i v e r  o v e r a l l 
transformative outcomes.

Our IT consulting services are the first step 
toward transforming your business or 
organization and improving efficiency. Our 
team pride in the industry experience and 
best-in-class tools and frameworks deployed 
to methodically assess your entire business 
or organizational processes and operations. 
We look at your IT infrastructures and 
support services holistically, identifying 
improvement areas that will have the 
greatest impact on employee productivity, 
service levels and customer satisfaction.
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Our Services

Infostrategy Technology is your preferred partner. Allow us to handle all your technology 
needs while you focus on your primary business operations. We have global Original 
Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) Partners to ensure we deliver to you the latest cutting edge 
technically engineered infrastructures at cost effective prices to meet your specific needs. 

We are not only available to procure your ICT infrastructure needs, partnering with us gives you 
rest of mind as we continue to manage your infrastructures (maintenance and technical 
support) to ensure your systems has a minimal downtime. 

Technology Procurement 

Our  tools Business Intelligence
are designed in line with Industry 
Best Practices to maximize 
efficiency and Return 
on Investment.

Some of our Partners

Are you having challenges in procuring Information and
Communication Technology infrastructure? 

Our Services
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Business Automation

At Infostrategy Technology, we understand 
the need of our clients to embrace 
automation of their business processes in 
order to improve overall efficiency and 
maximize return on investment and also 
how to address the peculiar challenges 
associated with the process of automation.

We develop software applications for all 
size organizations and businesses that 
automate their processes using workflows 
designs with business intel l igence, 
analytics and collaboration features.

We know exactly how to leverage the 
cutting-edge technology solutions to 
generate more revenue for you and create 
greater value for your customers. 

Partnering with us to automate your 
business process would enable you to; 

Ÿ Augment your business with better 
productivity.

Ÿ Identify gaps and improvise them for 
a flawless business process.

Ÿ Accelerate performance.
Ÿ Optimize resource utilization by 

saving on time and cost.
Ÿ E n j o y  b e t t e r  e n g a g e m e n t  o f 

resources.
Ÿ Streamline documentation process 

for a shorter delivery cycle.
Ÿ Better  Customer  Ser v ice  and 

Satisfaction
Ÿ Increased Efficiency
Ÿ Improved Accuracy
Ÿ Full Audibility and Tracking



OUR SERVICE
DELIVERY STRATEGY

Our Services Delivery Strategy

“ In our industry, being the first in a market is not 

everything. CUSTOMER LOYALTY IS. And loyalty is 

not won by being first. It is won by being BEST. ”

Stefan Persson, Chairman. H & M



Our Project Implementation
Approach /Strategy  
Vital to the success of implementing any of our initiatives is the implementation strategy. 
Our team of experts work together with the clients to define the implementation strategy 
that best suits the project owner's organization and its business processes to deliver the 
expected results. Irrespective of the business scenario, the adopted methodology to be 
used; implementing a solution usually involve the following core processes: 
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Project Sign-off

Project Scope definition

Feasibility studies, Business Case

Post Deployment Activities & Continuous Support

Budget, Work breakdown structure & timeline definition

System/Process Design

Solution Development, Procurement

Solution Testing (pilot) and Performance Optimization

Deployment & Documentation

Requirement gathering, analysis & specificaiton

This is the first phase in the implementation of any of our services, 
products or solutions. Our business development team and system 
analysts at this point work collaborative with the client to fully understand 
their needs and have a proper business case defined.  

Also at this phase; a business/ technical proposal, solution concept 
notes, contract agreement and all other relevant documents that define 
the feasibility and authenticity of the project is dealt with. At the end of 
this phase, we would have a clear understanding and an officially signed 
agreement on what are to be achieved. 

Conception and Initiation  

Our Services Delivery Strategy

We work and collaborate with our clients through every phase of the service delivery lifecycle 
from business analysis through design and development of customised software 
applications, deployment and post deployment support. 

We also offer our clients a range of IT consultancy 
services in no way limited to: 

Ÿ Business process design and automation  
Ÿ Workflow design and implementation  
Ÿ IT Infrastructure procurement  
Ÿ System integration, maintenance and management 
Ÿ Desktop application development 
Ÿ e�commerce system development and deployment 
Ÿ Mobile apps development 
Ÿ Project management services  
Ÿ Packaged software selection and implementation 
Ÿ IT security services 
Ÿ Web sites and web application development, deployment & maintenance 
Ÿ Software migration services 

We are committed to service excellence through a combination of experience, training, proven 
best practices and compliance with industry standards. The framework below provides an 
overview of our process flow framework for service delivery; 

Our Service Delivery Strategy

Business/Service Strategy Alignment and 
Governance (Policies and Standards)

Service Plan & Design

Service Transition

Service Operation

Service Management Excellence &
Continuos improvements

Our Services Delivery Strategy
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PROJECT
PORTFOLIO 

Project Portfolio 

“ There is no alternative to digital 

transformation. Visionary companies will 

carve out new strategic options for themselves 

– those that don't adapt, will fail. ”

 Jeff Bezos 

Amazon

This phase of implementation involves identifying and defining the 
processes and governance to keep everything running smoothly 
throughout the implementation lifecycle. 

At this phase, we anticipate everything to be done to achieve success not 
neglecting the possible risks that may be associated with the project and 
how they would be mitigated. It's the process to establish the steps 
required to define your project objectives, clarify the scope of what needs 
to be done and develop the tasks and resources (People, Material and 
Equipment) required to do it.  

Planning       

At this point, all that has been planned is being implemented to achieve the 
set objectives. All resources are put in place, ensuring that all the activities 
are carried out within the defined timeline and scope. 

Execution   

The activities at this phase of implementation cut across other phases, to 
ensure that the deliverables are within scope, quality and timeline. The 
implementation monitoring and control activities feed primarily in and out 
of the Planning and Execution processes. This enables us to ensure 
quality delivery.  Some of its activities would also demand feedback from 
the clients through demos and reviews to ensure that the product/solution 
meets their needs. 

Monitoring and Control  

At this phase, we are at the point of wrapping up the implementation 
process. All deliverables must have been met. The client would have to 
sign off having been satisfied and all relevant documents are being 
handed over to the client.  

We don't just close the project; we ensure continuous 
improvement! 

Closing      

Our Services Delivery Strategy
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Project Portfolio 
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Project Portfolio 
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Project Title Implementation of Customized Enterprise 
Resource Planning (ERP) System, Business 
Process and Workflow Automation

Client

Duration of
Implementation

Project
Objective

12 Months

Nigerian Export Processing 
Zones Authority (NEPZA)

Ÿ Process Automation and Efficiency: To automate manual 

processes, eliminate redundant tasks, and streamline workflows, 

resulting in increased operational efficiency within the organization 

and reduced human errors.

Ÿ Cross-Functional Integration: To integrate various departments 

and functions within the organization, promoting seamless data 

sharing and collaboration for better decision-making.

Ÿ Resource Efficiency: Improve resource management across 

departments, optimizing procurement, inventory, and maintenance 

processes.

Ÿ Customized Functionality: To tailor the ERP solution to meet the 

unique needs and specific business processes of the organization, 

ensuring a better fit and higher user adoption.

Ÿ Scalability and Flexibility: To implement an ERP system that can 

grow with the organization and adapt to changing business 

requirements, allowing for future expansion and development.

Ÿ Enhanced Supply Chain Management: To optimize inventory 

management, procurement, and supplier relationships, leading to 

reduced costs and improved supply chain efficiency.

Ÿ To enhance communication and collaboration

Ÿ To increase productivity and operating efficiency. 

Ÿ To automate workflow processes across the various departments.

Ÿ To improve service delivery experience.

Ÿ To provide an integrated and centralized system.

Infostrategy Technology Limited takes immense pride in successfully 

implementing a cutting-edge Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system 

for NEPZA, revolutionizing the way they manage their business 

processes. This comprehensive ERP solution encompasses various 

ERP Modules
Implemented

Ÿ Project & Procurement Department: This module enables efficient 

project planning, resource allocation, and procurement management, 

ensuring timely and cost-effective project execution.

Ÿ Managing Directors’ Office: This module automated the registry unit 

of the organization that is concerned with receiving all incoming mail 

to the organization. It also automated communication between the 

MD and every staff within the organization.

Ÿ Legal Department: The Legal module helps track legal cases, 

contracts, and compliance requirements, streamlining legal 

processes and minimizing potential risks. This module also handles 

the registration and management of enterprises and Zone 

Management Companies within the Authority through the integration 

of the existing Online Partner Management System (OPMS).

Ÿ Audit Department: The Audit module automates audit processes, 

making it easier to conduct internal audits, track findings, and 

implement corrective actions.

Ÿ Inventory & Store Unit: This module optimizes inventory 

management, including stock control, requisitions, and vendor 

management for efficient store operations.

Ÿ Maintenance Unit: The Maintenance module ensures streamlined 

maintenance procedures, including asset management, work orders, 

and preventive maintenance scheduling.

Ÿ ICT Unit: The ICT module centralizes IT asset management, helpdesk 

support, and technology-related processes for enhanced IT 

governance.

Ÿ IPIS Department: The PRS module streamlines the Public Relations 

and Communications Department's activities, including media 

relations, events, and stakeholder engagement.

Ÿ PRS Department: The PRS module streamlines budget management, 

and regulates the authority library services.

Ÿ Monitoring & Control Department: This module offers real-time 

performance tracking and reporting, empowering management with 

accurate insights for effective decision-making.

Project
Description

critical business areas, including the Project & Procurement Department, 

Legal Department, Audit Department, Inventory & Store Unit, Maintenance 

Unit, ICT Unit, PRS Department, Monitoring & Control Department, Zones 

Department, and the Managing Directors Office. The ERP deployment has 

streamlined operations, enhanced collaboration, real-time insight, 

improved customer experience, and empowered NEPZA to achieve 

unprecedented efficiency and growth. Two existing system from NEPZA 

was also integrated into the ERP. 



Project Portfolio 

Project Title Design, Development, Supply and 
Implementation of 400 Mobile Version of E-
Rules and Ethics Application System for the 
House of Representatives

Client

Duration of
Implementation

Project
Objective

Project
Description

National Assembly

6 Months

The primary objective of the project was 

to make provision for easy access of 

information to the assembly members via 

a Mobile Application and as well procure 

smart devices on which the application 

would be install.

The project involved the following scope of work;

Ÿ Development and Deployment of E-Rule 

and Ethics Mobile Application Version

Ÿ Supply and Installation of Mobile 

Devices
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Project Portfolio 

Client

Duration of
Implementation

Project
Objective

Project
Description

Federal Capital Development 
Authority (FCDA) 

April 2018 – October, 2018

FCDA's department of Resettlement and 

Compensation was desirous to automate their 

process of capturing data and information of 

resettlement schemes beneficiaries using a 

biometric enabled solution.

The Biometric Enabled Database Management 
System is a robust application that is designed to 
work both offline and online. The system is designed 
primarily to manage the resettlement and 
compensation activities of the FCDA from the 
project information to beneficiaries of a project. It 
also captures the socio�economic and household 
information of the beneficiaries, their biometric data, 
valuation of their properties (physical structure, 
crops and economic trees) and automatically 
valuate their estimated compensation value. 

The offline version of the application enables the 
valuation officers to work on field where internet 
connectivity might be a challenge. 

Project Title Development and Deployment Of Biometric 

Enabled Database Management System For FCT 

Resettlement And Compensation Schemes 
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Project Title

Client

Duration of
Implementation

Project
Objective

Contract for the Provision of Information 
Communication Technologies (ICTs) And 
Electronic Health Record System to 
Secondary Healthcare Facilities in the South 
West Zone of the Country.

Universal Service Provision 

Fund (USPF) 

April 2019 – October, 2019

USPF designed the E-Health project to 
provide ICT infrastructure and Electronic 
Health Record Systems to secondary 
Healthcare Faci l i t ies in the various 
geopolitical zones of Nigeria. This is aimed 
to provide a more efficient patients record 
management and ease of access to patient 
information electronically.

Project Portfolio 

Project
Description

Ÿ Deployment of Local Area Network with VSAT 
broadband 

Ÿ Development and Deployment of Electronic 
Health Record Management System

Ÿ Supply and installation of ICT equipment 
(servers, computer system, printers and 
scanners)

Ÿ Supply of furniture for the various offices
Ÿ Set up of an ICT office in the hospital 
Ÿ Training of end users and management staff

The project involved the following 

scope of work;
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Project 

Title

Client

Duration of
Implementation

Project
Objective

Project
Description

Computerization of Finance and Account 

Department

National Commission for Museum 

and Monuments

December 2019 – February 2020

To computerize the activities of the Finance and 
Account department of the commission through;
Ÿ Deployment of a Wireless Local Area Network
Ÿ Deployment of an Enterprise Server
Ÿ Procurement of laptop computers 
Ÿ Deployment of Standard Accounting Solutions 
Ÿ Deployment of Fixed Asset Schedule (FAS) 

Solution
Ÿ Training of Staff on Accounting and FAS 

Management processes

The project included the procurement and deployment 
of network infrastructure to provide the Finance and 
Account department of the Commission a reliable, 
secured and long range wireless Local Area Network 
Access.

An enterprise grade server was deployed, configured to 
host the Accounting and Fixed Asset Schedule 
solutions on premise and accessible to staff of the 
Finance and Account department through a secured 
wireless network which provided them a more efficient 
and effective way to manage, store and retrieve the 
accounting and fixed assets  data/information.
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Project Portfolio 

Client

Duration of
Implementation

Project
Objective

Project
Description

Nigerian Export Processing 
Zones Authority (NEPZA)

December 2017 to May 2018

The Project was primarily designed to serve 
as a pilot to the automation of all NEPZA 
business and operational processes. 

The project involves the design, development and 
deployment of EDMS and OPMS on the NEPZA's Local 
Area Network (LAN) as well as providing online access.

The online partnership management system is an 
enterprise grade application designed to manage all 
NEPZA partner's activities such as registration of new 
zones, new enterprises, renewal of operating licenses 
among others.  

Registered partners do have their profile on the system 
where they can manage their applications and get 
status update on each application in real time. It 
includes push notification on events, email and sms 
notifications with user friendly and infographic 
dashboard. 

The system also supports workflow on the services 
provided by NEPZA; user roles and permission with 
high level security and integration of TSA payment 
gateway. 

The second phase of the project involves full 
automation and integration of all NEPZA's operational 
processes across all boards (Head office, State and 
Zone Administrative offices) to an Enterprise 
Resource Planning (ERP) solution.  

Project Title Supply and Installation of Electronic 

Document Management System (EDMS), 

Partner Management and Online Services 

(OPMS)
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Client

Duration of
Implementation

Project
Objective

Project
Description

Federal Roads Maintenance Agency 

(FERMA) 

December 2016 – October, 2017

Project Title
Contract for the Active Directory Services, 

Lync SharePoint Configuration 

The project involved the following scope of work;

Ÿ Licensing and Configuration of Active Directory 
Services

Ÿ Development and deployment of Electronic Document 
Management and Archiving System (EDMS) across 12 
regional and state offices of FERMA

Ÿ Scanning of over 15,000,000 legal documents from 
across the 12 regional and state offices of FERMA

Ÿ Licensing and Configuration of Lync SharePoint
Ÿ Licensing and Configuration of Microsoft Officer 365
Ÿ Licensing and Configuration of Microsoft Lync X
Ÿ Licensing of Enterprise Mobility + Security
Ÿ Licensing and Configuration of Microsoft Outlook (On 

Premise)

FERMA needed to deploy a seamless Microsoft 

Technology that would allow the control and monitoring of 

all staff activities on the network within the organization. 

The project was also designed for automation of their 

documents management, storage and archiving through 

the implementation of an Electronic Document 

Management and Archiving Solution and as well provide 

security for all users on the FERMA Headquarters Network 

using Firewall. The project also involved the deployment 

of Microsoft Email Services (Outlook on Premise and 

O365) for a unified email communication among the staff 

at HQ and the various state and zonal offices.
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Project
Description

The project involved the following 
scope of work;

Ÿ Development and Deployment of Human 
Resource Management System

Ÿ Deployment of Security Operating System 
Software (WatchGuard Firewall Server and 
Security Management Suit)

Project Portfolio 

Client

Duration of
Implementation

Project
Objective

December 2016 – March, 2017

The primary objective of this project was to 

deploy an Enterprise grade Human Resource 

Management System integrated with Payroll, 

Attendance Management (clock-in, clock-out 

with biometric enabled devices) and Security 

and operating systems licenses for FERMA 

HQ and zonal offices.

Project Title Procurement of Personnel Management, 
Security and Operating System Software

Federal Roads Maintenance Agency 

(FERMA) 
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Project Portfolio 

Design, Development and Deployment of a 
custom integrated retail management solution 
(iPOS)

Project Title 

Client 

Duration of 

Implementation

Project 
Objectives

Project 
Description

4 Months

Tonia Pharmacy & Superstore, 

Tonia Medical Laboratory

To deploy a custom retail management system with the 
following functionalities:

Ÿ Inventory management
Ÿ Customer data/information management
Ÿ Point of Sale
Ÿ Accounting
Ÿ Reporting
Ÿ Pill reminder
Ÿ Laboratory tests and management  

iPOS is a custom Retail Management System (RMS); a 
platform that combines several useful tools to aid in 
running a retail store or chain, such as inventory 
management, point of sale (POS), accounting and 
customer relationship management (CRM).

The solution is tailored to suit the business needs of 
Tonia Pharmacy and their specific standard operating 
procedures (SOP).

It manages their respective branches independent 
and provide inter branch connections for collaborative 
sales. 

The solution also has some custom modules such as;

Ÿ HMO: manages all their registered HMOs

Ÿ Partner Hospitals:  manages all  hospitals 
registered with Tonia Pharmacy for drug 
administrations with prescription management.

Ÿ E-commerce: an e-commerce module that support 
the purchase of OTC.

Ÿ Pill Reminder: help registered customers to 
manage their medication and reminders and alerts
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Project
Description

Project Portfolio 

Client

Duration of
Implementation

Project
Objective

Project Title
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Deployment of Cloud Hosted Enterprises 

Messaging /Collaboration Email Platform

National Agency for the Control

of Aids (NACA)

November 2020 – November 2021

Planning, deployment and maintenance of 
Microsoft Office 365 services for the 
provision of Cloud Hosted Enterprises 
Messaging /Collaboration Email Platform 
amongst other suite of services

The Microsoft Office 365 Enterprise
deployment entailed the:

Ÿ Provision of 400 user email boxes, 50 GB 
mailbox storage capacity, Mail Antivirus 
and SPAM Protection, Integrated SMTP 
Gateway/Firewall ,  Native Chat and 
V i d e o c o n f e r e n c i n g ,  M o b i l e 
Synchronization.

Ÿ O u t l o o k  W e b  A c c e s s ,  U n i f i e d 
Communication Integration, Outlook 
Synchronization ZCO, Shared Calendar

Ÿ Email Archiving and Discovery, Media 
Galleries, Photo and Video Embedding

Ÿ Events and Polls, People Search and 
Content Search, Technical Support and 
Maintenance SLA 24/7, Automatic Fail -
Over to second layer cloud Hosted Server, 
99% service availability, One year hosting

WHY 
CHOOSE

US?

Why Choose us?

“Excellence must be achieved 

through the eyes of those who judge 

us; once achieved it can only be 

maintained with constant 

innovation.”

Tom Collins



Why Choose us?Why Choose Us?

WHY CHOOSE US? 

Customer 
Satisfaction

Industry 
Experience

Innovation

Excellent 
Service Delivery

Cutting Edge 
Project Implementation 

Strategies
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Customer Satisfaction  

At Infostrategy Technology, we place our customers' needs first.  Our unique ability and 
strategy to address the needs of our clients and proffer cost effective solutions that would 
guarantee a healthy return on investment has given us competitive edge in the Information 
Technology industry in Nigeria and Africa at large.  

Our teams are driven by a client�focused culture. This enables us to ensure that the IT 
solutions and services offered are tailored to address the specific needs of our clients within 
defined scope, budget and time. 

Technology
Implementation

Customer’s 
Needs

Support & Continuous
Improvement

With over 17 years of continuous growth, we have gained experience in a wide spectrum of 
technologies design, development and deployment especially the application of Information 
Technology in the design and development of business solutions, business automation and 
enterprise grade applications (desktop, web and mobile) for different industries and 
businesses of various sizes.  

Industry Experience

The people at Infostrategy Technology consist of a unique blend of result oriented young 
minds with a passion for unparalleled excellence. We are a mix of technology experts, creative 
and innovative millennials with business acumen and technology leadership. 

We are experts and professionals with vast experience and different skill sets across our line 
of businesses.  

In addition to the various team members' vast experience and knowledge, IST is a place for 
continuous learning and career growth. Our teams at all times demonstrate exceptional level 
of professionalism and excellence in discharging their assigned responsibilities. 

Why Choose Us?
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20+ YEARS
OF INDUSTRY
EXPERIENCE 

Web+Mobile

Technology
Procurement

Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP)

Business
Automation

Network & Security

Technology 
Consulting

Why Choose Us?
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Java 

JDK, J2SE, J2ME, JavaSE, JavaEE, JavaFX, 

Groovy, 

AWT, Swing, Applets, Java Beans, 

JNDI, JCE, JavaMail, JMF, JMS, JMX, JTA, 

JAXP, 

JiBX, JAAS, OC4J, JNI, RMI, JDBC, JCO, JCA, 

Servlets, JSP, J2EE, JavaEE5, EJB, Spring and all 

modules, dependency injection, inversion of 

control Struts 1 and 2, JSF, SpringMVC, Grails, 

Cocoon, 

Velocity, Tapestry, JSTL, JoSSO, Axis 1.x, Axis 

2.x 

ORM: JPA, Hibernate, TopLink, JDO, GORM 

Adapters, Connectors, JCA, Neco/XHTML 

JavaCC, SableCC 

Java WebStart 

FOP, Batik, Saxon extensions and contributions, 

XSLT/XSL-FO 

Ant, Maven, xUnit, Jenkins, Continuum, 

Bamboo 

 
.NET 

Microsoft .NET Framework (versions 1.0 – 4.5) 

.NET Compact Framework, 

ASP.NET and ASP.NET MVC, C#.NET, 

VB.NET, 

ADO.NET, EntityFramework, 

LINQ, Azure, WPF, SilverLight, Caliburn Micro 

Windows Forms, C# and J#, XML and Web 

services, 

ASP VBScript and JScript, CGI, 

Infragistics NetAdvantage, 

Microsoft Sharepoint, 

BizTalk 2003+ InstallShield

PHP Backend 

Web servers: Apache, NGINX, and IIS 

Databases: MySQL, Oracle, MS SQL Server, 

PostgreSQL, SQLite, NoSQL, MongoDB, 

Redis, and CouchDB 

Frameworks: Zend, Symfony, Yii, CodeIgniter, 

Laravel, and CakePHP 

Frontend 

HTML/CSS, JavaScript, jQuery, 

Backbone.js, AngularJS, React Redux, 

Node.js, RequireJS, ExtJS, Prototype, 

AJAX/JSON 

 
Mobile 

IOS: Objective-C, Swift, C/C++, XCode, 

AppCode, iOS SDK, CocoaPods 

Android: Java, Kotlin, C/C++, NDK, Android 

SDK, Eclipse, Android Studio, Gradle, Maven 

Windows Mobile: C#, C/C++, .NET, XAML, 

Visual Studio 

Tizen: C/C++, JavaScript, HTML, Tizen Studio 

Cross-platform: 

C/C++, C#, Xamarin, Xamarin.Forms, .NET, 

XAML, Visual Studio 

Hybrid: PhoneGap, Cordova, JavaScript, 

HTML, HTML5, jQuery, jQuery Mobile, Sencha 

Touch, Ionic 

C/C++ 

Shell Scripting, PERL scripting, Win API, COM, 

DCOM, MFC/WTL, STL, ATL, DDK, C++ REST, SDK, 

GDI, GDI+, GCC, QT, Boost, NDK, GTK+, wxWidgets, 

POSIX, DirectX, OpenGL, OpenAL 

Python Backend

Framework: Django, TurboGears, Web2Py, 

Pyramid 

Micro Framework: Flask and Bottle 

Advanced Content Management Systems: Plone 

and django CMS

Ruby Backend

Framework: Ruby On Rails

Our Technology Stack
Why Choose Us?
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Contact Us

Tel:  +234 907 079 1414 
        +234 905 859 0309

Head Office: THE ACORN, No. 4, Madiana Close, 
Off Dar-Es-Salam Street, Wuse 2, Abuja.

242 Axis House, Bath Road, Hayes, 
UB35AY, United Kingdom. 
Tel: +44 773 027 7324
Email: hellouk@istrategytech.com

@istrategytechNG

@istrategytechng


